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‘That’s what baseball needs, a guy 
like Buddy Reed’: The outfield 
prospect who could give the Padres a 
jolt of energy 
 

By Dennis Lin Nov 7, 2018 
 

PEORIA, Ariz. — On a Sunday in July, Torii Hunter surveyed the scene at Nationals Park and reveled in 

the youthful exuberance surrounding him. One player in particular evoked flashbacks to Hunter’s own 

career. Between the unbridled defense in center field, the delight in a just-short fly ball, and the ceaseless 

energy inside the dugout, the U.S. manager for the All-Star Futures Game perceived a younger version of 

himself. 

“I’m like, ‘Man, this guy has it,’” Hunter said last week. “He’s out there having a good time, laughing 

every once in a while, but at the same time he’s trying to steal your joy and your dream, which is a home 

run. Him stealing bases, having great at-bats, just missing a home run — he could’ve been sad, but he was 

like, ‘Aw, man, just missed that.’ That right there carries over, and when other players see that … it kind 

of calms everybody else down to go out and take that pressure off them and go play the game and have 

fun with it. 

“I think that’s what baseball needs, a guy like Buddy Reed.” 

The field contained more heralded players that afternoon, but perhaps none as outwardly hyped. Hunter, a 

Twins special assistant who managed the game opposite David Ortiz, inserted Reed in the fifth inning. 

By the end of a 10-6 victory, the outfielder had delivered an on-field presentation on how to enjoy 

oneself. Besides laughing off a failed home run and exulting in his teammates’ feats, Reed snatched an 

extra-base hit from Fernando Tatis Jr., hustled for an infield single and dashed to second base on the same 

play. 

“He plays with a lot of fun, like he’s a kid out there,” said Hunter. “When you play with a passion, you do 

everything in your power to play the game the right way. And that’s why I say he reminds me of myself.” 

For San Diego, the exhibition supplied a reprieve from ongoing struggles. While Reed displayed his 

athleticism and charisma, Tatis, the jewel of the organization, turned around a 102-mph fastball from 

Hunter Greene. The shortstop and Luis Urías, who would be called up to Petco Park six weeks later, 

formed a double-play combination inside a major-league venue. 

Meanwhile, across the country, the Padres closed the first half with a fifth straight loss, sinking to 19 

games under .500. Now, after a 66-96 season, they harbor considerable ambitions. “Next year,” general 

manager A.J. Preller said recently, “we’re going to look to start to compete.” 

Other clubs are skeptical; San Diego’s timeline may be a year ahead of everyone else’s. The Padres need 

multiple upgrades to a rotation that performed at a league-worst level. They need a full season from Wil 

Myers and a rebound campaign from Eric Hosmer. They need a significant uptick in on-base percentage. 

They need tangible, rather than imagined, returns from their farm system. They could use a free-agent 

signee who meets expectations, and a couple of trades that pay swift dividends. 

https://theathletic.com/author/dennis-lin/
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The chances of all that coalescing in 2019 are slim. But in at least one respect, the numbers appear 

favorable: Rival evaluators say the depth of the aforementioned system is such that at least a few 

prospects will reach their potential. And there is no antidote for drudgery like an enthusiastic young talent. 

You could argue the Padres need a guy like Buddy Reed. 

“It’s a pretty engaging personality,” farm director Sam Geaney said. “I hope we get to share that with 

other people.” 

A glance at Reed’s Baseball-Reference page might suggest he is, in fact, the opposite of what the 

Padres need. This year, he logged 36 walks and 147 strikeouts between two levels of the minors. He 

registered a .319 on-base percentage. His numbers nosedived after a July promotion to Double A, where 

he hit .179/.227/.235. 

Yet a sequence from the Arizona Fall League’s Fall Stars Game on Saturday illustrated how Reed has 

elevated his profile. With two outs in the bottom of the ninth, the 23-year-old waged an entire plate 

appearance with his hands well above the knob of his bat. This was not something he did a season ago. 

But there he was Saturday night, working the count full as right-hander Justin Lawrence fired upper-90s 

darts. 

“If I just feel a little uncomfortable in the box or uncomfortable seeing where the ball is coming out, I’ll 

choke up to maybe halfway on the bat depending on the type or style of the pitcher,” Reed said last week. 

“Just because the goal of the game for any hitter is to get on base, and if I’m not going to walk I’m going 

to put the ball in play.” 

Reed concluded his encounter with Lawrence by lifting a drive to the wall in left-center, where a defender 

failed to make a leaping catch. Vladimir Guerrero Jr., baseball’s No. 1 prospect, jogged in as the tying 

run. Reed loped around the bases for a stand-up triple and gestured emphatically to his dugout. Moments 

later, he scored on a walk-off single and was named the game’s MVP, a standout in another showcase. 

“He’s done a tremendous job of proving some people wrong about his hitting ability and what he can do,” 

said Doug Banks, a hitting coach for the Peoria Javelinas, Reed’s AFL team. 

Banks also coached Reed at High-A Lake Elsinore, spring training and Low-A Fort Wayne, where the 

outfielder spent all of a mostly unproductive 2017. A second-round draft selection the previous year, he 

had starred everywhere except at the plate for the University of Florida, hitting .262 as a junior. He did 

little to dispel doubts about his bat throughout his first one and a half seasons in professional baseball. 

At Fort Wayne, Banks said, Reed’s batting stance was “way more upright. He wasn’t into his legs, didn’t 

have a good foundation.” Pitchers used Reed’s 6-foot-4 frame against him; he batted .234/.290/.396, 

striking out 97 times in 346 plate appearances. Careful not to further overwhelm him, the Padres did not 

attempt an in-season overhaul. 

“You have to give (a player) some time to learn on their own, as opposed to just coming in and being like, 

‘Hey, do it this way,’” Banks said. “Buddy has so much talent, I think it just took him a little bit more 

time to really understand how his body works.” 

Change began in earnest during the offseason. Reed was introduced to a swing doctor in Miami by a 

friend, Rays prospect Jake Fraley. Together, they reworked Reed’s swing into a more compact product, 

aiming for greater contact. Reed then applied the alterations during a stint in the Australian Baseball 

League. 

Over the course of 31 games, he hit .326/.363/.659, demonstrating his talents on both sides of the ball. 

While the quality of competition in such leagues represents an asterisk, Reed’s eagerness to venture 

across the Pacific impressed the Padres’ player-development staff. 

https://www.baseball-reference.com/register/player.fcgi?id=reed--000bud
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“With how long these guys are away from their families and the length of the season … it was just 

Buddy’s desire to go down there and get better,” Geaney said. “To go on a plane and go all the way 

around the world and give up some of that precious offseason, that, to me at least, hinted that Buddy 

might be poised for a special year.” 

Geaney arrived in Australia in January for a firsthand look at his progress and it didn’t take long for Reed 

to make an impression. Leading off a game, Reed singled on a ball that bounded up the middle, then took 

second as it ricocheted off an infielder’s glove. One pitch later, he stole third. A sacrifice fly scored him in 

what would end as a 1-0 victory. 

“In, like, four pitches, Buddy Reed had kind of taken over the game,” Geaney recalled. “I’ve had that 

sequence in my mind going back to January. He’s always had that kind of ‘70,’ double-plus ability, but … 

that was kind of the first time I’d seen it out of him, and I’ve seen it a lot more this year.” 

“I think Australia was huge for me to find myself as a man on and off the field,” said Reed, who struck 

out on his own after vacationing there with his father the previous offseason. “And on the field, use my 

tools that I hadn’t really brought to the table in my first year in Fort Wayne.” 

Reed continued to refine his swing during spring training, often beginning batting-cage sessions with 

Banks at 6 a.m. Then, in 79 games with High-A Lake Elsinore, he hit .324/.371/.549, stole 33 bases and 

earned selections to both the California League All-Star Game and the Futures Game. The call-up to San 

Antonio came just days prior to his Nationals Park visit. He struggled with the adjustment before 

recording multiple hits in three of his last five games of the season. 

“I was a little nervous at first because I didn’t make any sort of (in-season) jump the first two years of my 

pro career,” Reed said. 

Coaches and teammates observed that the nerves seemed absent outside of the batter’s box. 

“Even though he’s struggling, you don’t see him put his head down,” Phillip Wellman, Reed’s manager in 

San Antonio, said near the end of the season. “He runs on and off the field with a smile. He hits a ball 

hard and they make a play on it and he’s still smiling. If he runs (a ball) down, he knows the other guy on 

the other team, he smiles. He has joy in his heart, he enjoys playing the game.” 

“I was only (at Double A) for a short period of time,” Reed said. “Experiencing that, and obviously 

accepting and knowing that I failed, I’m more ready and prepared than before to go through Double A, 

Triple A and eventually the major leagues.” 

That Reed has appeared in Double A, let alone multiple minor-league All-Star games, could be 

considered somewhat unlikely. In a testament to his talents, he nearly opted for a collegiate career in 

hockey — one of eight sports he played growing up in New York City, Maryland and Rhode Island, 

where he attended St. George’s, a prominent boarding school. 

Besides hockey and baseball, Reed’s athletic background includes soccer, football, basketball, tennis, golf 

and lacrosse. He had not yet entered junior high at Gerstell Academy, a leadership school outside of 

Baltimore, when he learned about Jim Thorpe. He came to model his aspirations after the famed 

Olympian and multi-sport icon. (Reed ultimately chose baseball over hockey because of the prospects for 

career longevity and because, he said, “I just want to keep my teeth.”) 

While Reed shows an appreciation for history, he also subscribes to a modern interpretation of baseball. 

That stems, in part, from his tendency to make friends wherever he goes. 

“I’m really outgoing, I like to talk a lot,” said Reed, who noted he inherited his mother’s extroversion. 

“Some guys like it, some guys don’t.” 
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Reed admires energetic young major-leaguers like Francisco Lindor and Carlos Correa. Before embarking 

on his professional career, he had a phone conversation with Hunter; they share the same agent, and 

Hunter’s oldest son, Angels outfield prospect Torii Hunter Jr., is a close friend. During the Futures Game, 

Reed listened intently as Hunter advised him to draw motivation from the adrenaline rush of playing in a 

major-league ballpark. 

“I feel like we have the same personality: always smiling, always happy, always having a good time,” 

Reed said. “He knows when to goof around, and he also knows when to be a serious guy. I try to model 

my game after him.” 

Reed is among the increasingly vocal segment of the baseball world seeking to move away from 

conventional stoicism. When a “Let the Kids Play” campaign ran during the MLB postseason, the 

commercials resonated. 

“I’ve read a couple things about how baseball’s losing popularity, just because people say it’s boring to 

watch and there’s not that much going on,” Reed said. “So they should try to incorporate more things to 

draw more crowds and a younger fan base. Because I enjoy it, I love playing baseball. 

“You see in the Dominican winter leagues, these guys are hitting home runs. I guess, yeah, they’re 

pimping it, but at the same time they’re competing. They hit a home run, you see the whole bench 

jumping up and happy, because a home run’s supposed to be happy. You don’t have to be serious about a 

home run. In the big leagues, guys are hitting home runs and they’re still doing the same thing. They’re 

not coming out of the dugout. Why can’t you come out of the dugout?” 

Should Reed eventually join Lindor and Correa in the majors, he would like to help change perceptions of 

the sport. That, of course, is contingent on his development. Scouts believe Reed’s defense and 

baserunning will be legitimate weapons at the highest level, but his ability to make enough contact 

remains in question. His ceiling is that of an everyday center fielder. He also might peak as a fourth 

outfielder. 

Reed’s profile, meanwhile, continues to grow. His Fall Stars Game teammates mobbed him following 

Saturday’s win. He entered Tuesday third in the league in batting average, just behind Guerrero. He had 

collected four walks and 10 strikeouts in 12 games. 

“He’s not a finished product by any means, but I think we’ve definitely seen some maturation to his 

approach along with some of his swing mechanics,” Geaney said. “He’s also a switch-hitter, which is 

sometimes forgotten.” 

With Reed expected to return to Double A next season, and San Diego currently fielding a surplus of 

outfielders, it remains unclear when, and perhaps where, he will mark his big-league debut. But as the 

Padres attempt to distance themselves from a tradition of losing, they could be inclined to see what Reed 

becomes. Just as his experience in Australia furthered his progress, the Fall League could set him up for 

another encouraging season. 

His winter preparation might not end with Arizona and a return to his offseason base in Tampa, Fla. In 

early February, before pitchers and catchers report, a select group of young players will work out near 

Hunter’s home in Dallas. Hunter, whose major-league career spanned nearly two decades, intends to share 

other lessons besides training regimens. 

“They learn financial literacy. If you’re married, you’re going to learn how to be a great husband. You’ll 

learn how to be a student of the game,” Hunter said. “It’s a lot of things in the game, little secrets in the 

game, that you need to know, and that’s something that I’m willing to expose to players.” 

Unsurprisingly, Reed already has his invitation. 
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“In the Futures Game, I had a chance to hang out with him and get to know him, and I saw the way he 

carried himself amongst his peers, and in that clubhouse they kind of gravitated toward him,” Hunter said. 

“We all know that he’s a very talented athlete, he’s fast in the outfield, he can cover a lot of ground, he 

makes great plays, he can hit for power, he can hit for average, which he’s going to learn. I definitely 

think that this guy has all the qualities and the makeup that a major-league baseball player should have.” 
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Padres won’t pursue Manny 
Machado, but rivals still expect an 
aggressive offseason 
 

By Dennis Lin  
 

CARLSBAD, Calif. — Financial flexibility exists at 100 Park Blvd., a fact apparent when scanning local 

payroll commitments. At present, the Padres’ 2019 total amounts to less than $60 million. The only 

guaranteed salaries beyond next year are owed to Eric Hosmer, Wil Myers and dead-money recipient 

Héctor Olivera. 
Presumably, that type of space could enable the Padres to court shortstop/third baseman Manny Machado, 

one of the winter’s two priciest free agents. Already, it has fueled speculation that San Diego might be a 

serious bidder. 

That, according to people familiar with the organization’s thinking, is not part of the plan. 

“It’s not going to happen,” one source said. 

For all the value Machado, 26, would supply, the Padres do not see the plunge as worthwhile. San Diego 

would have to tussle with the Phillies and other wealthier competitors for the right to award one of the 

largest contracts in baseball history. Then there is the presence of Fernando Tatis Jr.; the top shortstop 

prospect is on course to arrive sometime in 2019, and when he does he will man the same position 

Machado prefers. (On a related note, both infielders are clients of MVP Sports Group.) 

So, where will the money go? And how much is actually available? 

The answers remain unclear at this early juncture of the offseason, but some signals trickled out during 

this week’s GM Meetings at the Omni La Costa Resort. For one, rival clubs expect general manager A.J. 

Preller to act with trademark aggressiveness during the coming weeks. Meanwhile, the Padres are 

wielding a very useful combination of significant prospect capital and cash. (While the team has said it 

is not as profitable as some believe, a $50 million windfall from MLB’s sale of BAMTech certainly 

helped; the Padres used it to retire a significant amount of debt.) 

The 2020 season continues to be the internal target for contention, but in the meantime, the Padres are 

eager to show the marked improvement that has eluded them. Preller’s motivational tactics, according to 

some prospects nearing the majors, have included talk of wanting to become history’s youngest World 

Series team … in 2019. 

In reality, the GM and other officials recognize that a wild-card berth might be a best-case scenario. Yet 

the sentiment from both inside and outside the organization is clear: The Padres, who went from 71 wins 

in 2017 to 66 in 2018, can ill afford to produce similar results or to slip further. Another top-10 draft pick 

could come at the expense of key leadership changes. 

Preller this week reiterated confidence in the organization’s starting pitching talent, but the Padres would 

like to add at least one piece to the front of the rotation. The strong preference is a relatively young arm, 

controllable for multiple years. 

On the open market, only a few such candidates fit that description. It’s believed postseason star Nathan 

Eovaldi and Japanese left-hander Yusei Kikuchi rank near the top of the Padres’ list. But both pitchers 

https://theathletic.com/author/dennis-lin/
https://theathletic.com/248675/2018/02/21/padres-financial-rebuild-in-good-shape-after-eric-hosmer-signing/
https://www.google.com/search?ei=CwXkW_eZM42d8AOk0ruQAQ&q=mlb+bamtech+%2450+million&oq=mlb+bamtech+%2450+million&gs_l=psy-ab.3..33i299l2.5193.7443..7613...0.0..1.212.1394.5j6j1......0....1..gws-wiz.......0i71j0i22i30j33i160j33i22i29i30.Jhwd8wIvhzE
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carry sizable risk, so in addition to exploring trades, San Diego may contemplate more established, and 

likely more expensive, names like Patrick Corbin and Dallas Keuchel. 

At shortstop, the Padres remain interested in a reunion with Freddy Galvis. The veteran could continue 

playing every day until Tatis’ debut, whereupon he could shift to a utility role. Galvis has stated an 

affinity for San Diego, but he will also want to consider other destinations. 

A more pressing concern can be found at an adjacent position. The Padres have commended Myers’ and 

Christian Villanueva’s efforts as third basemen, yet they continue to eye everyday options on other teams. 

Top free agent Josh Donaldson owns an MVP award, but he is a 33-year-old with a recent history of 

injuries and sources say the Padres, at least for now, are more focused on trade possibilities. 

To address their needs, the Padres can offer a variety of assets, from corner outfielders Hunter Renfroe 

and Franmil Reyes, to a trio of young catchers, to an assortment of prospects from their deep farm system. 

As The Athletic’s Ken Rosenthal reported, Myers is another trade candidate, though his contract could 

be difficult to move. 

Myers’ status is representative of the uncertainty surrounding the roster. He might continue what has been 

a challenging audition at third. Or he might return to a currently-crowded outfield. Or the team might ask 

him to play both in the name of versatility. 

“A lot of it will depend on the next few weeks,” Preller said of Myers’ next defensive assignment, “on 

what the mix is of players we have.” 

Given this year’s record and Preller’s aggressive nature, the mix could be noticeably different by the time 

the calendar turns. 

 
  

https://theathletic.com/637004/2018/11/06/rosenthal-agents-of-change-rule-the-day-harper-to-yanks-unlikely-a-big-white-sox-splash-kimbrels-case/
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Padres trying to find third 
base solution, spot for Wil 
Myers 
Kevin Acee  

  

One of the Padres’ best players finished the season as their third baseman. 

Work is planned for Wil Myers to continue his improvement there, and work is underway to 
enable him to play somewhere else. 

Myers was candid about the difficult transition to third base, his fifth position in the major 
leagues. And he plans to work on both his feet and his hands in anticipation of bringing his 
infielder’s glove to spring training. 

That may not prove necessary. 

The Padres are in pursuit of a third baseman, and acquiring one could be what helps clear the 
way for Myers’ return to the outfield — the spot he prefers and the place the Padres feel he best 
fits. 

“Honestly, the next month will kind of set the tone of where Wil will play,” Padres General 
Manager A.J. Preller said during baseball’s GM meetings at the Omni La Costa Resort & Spa. 
“He's a guy who's shown he has a lot of versatility and played really well this year in the corner 
outfield for us. He obviously gave it a go at third base, and I think depending on what we're able 
to do in the next month, I think we'll have a definite idea about what Wil's role will be exactly 
heading into next year.” 

That role could involve Myers taking the place of Hunter Renfroe in left field or Franmil Reyes 
in right. Considering the Padres’ abundance of outfielders and other teams’ interest in the two 
young power-hitting corner outfielders, it would be shocking if both were on the roster come 
spring. 

Myers could also be moved to another team, though the $64 million remaining on his contract, 
which runs through 2022, would almost certainly require creativity in any trade package. 

According to a person familiar with the Padres’ offseason interests, among the players the team 
covets is Reds third baseman Eugenio Suarez, a 27-year-old who is under team control through 
2025 and is coming off his first All-Star appearance. A.271/.367/.493 hitting line and 60 home 
runs over the past two seasons combined with the contract that pays Suarez $61.46 million over 
the next six seasons and carries a $15 million option for ‘25 would require the Padres to give up a 
hefty bounty in trade. 

http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/sdut-kevin-acee-staff.html#nt=byline
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/sports/padres/sd-sp-padres-wil-myers-third-base-0908-story.html
http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/topic/sports/baseball/spring-training-EVSPR000065-topic.html
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The Reds need a lot, especially starting pitching. The Padres are rich in pitching prospects and 
also have a couple controllable pitchers who just finished their rookie seasons. The Reds are also 
reportedly considering parting ways with center fielder Billy Hamilton, which would shake up 
their outfield. 

The Padres have all but passed on becoming players in the pursuit of Manny Machado, who will 
likely command more than $30 million a year. Machado, who moved from third base to 
shortstop last season, is seen as a luxury the Padres don’t need with No. 1 prospect Fernando 
Tatis Jr. on the brink of becoming their major league shortstop. The team is also high on the 
future of third base prospect Hudson Potts, who finished ’18 in Double-A and is projected to 
possibly arrive in the majors in 2021. 

Christian Villanueva, who started 93 games at third base and made massive gains defensively 
while hitting 20 home runs, is not seen as the everyday third baseman even in the short-term. 

“It’s really finding somebody we feel like is a permanent fixture at third base,” Preller said 
Wednesday. 

While Preller repeatedly this offseason — including both days at these meetings — has made a 
point to compliment Myers’ work in the outfield, he alluded Wednesday to Myers’ athleticism 
and indicated Myers is capable of making the improvement to become a bona fide third 
baseman. 

“A lot of it will depend on the next few weeks, depending on what the mix is of players we have,” 
Preller said. “Wil is really talented, and he has the ability to do a lot of different things. We’ll see 
what’s best for the organization and best for Wil. We know he can play a lot of different spots. 
We’re still trying to figure out if third base is one of those positions. … We’ll have a lot of answers 
here in the next couple weeks (regarding) what is the best place for him.” 

Dual track behind plate? 
Preller acknowledged the Padres have had multiple teams approach them about their trio of 
catchers, and industry sources believe the team is more inclined to trade Austin Hedgesor minor 
leaguer Austin Allen than they are Francisco Mejia. 

But unlike in the outfield, where someone has to be moved, the Padres have long indicated they 
are fine keeping Hedges and Mejia for 2019. Preller on Wednesday earnestly reiterated that 
leaning. 

“You’re not seeing too many guys (catching) 130 games,” he said. “At the big-league level, we 
could go a number of different directions. You could go see a situation where one guys wins the 
job and becomes the regular player. It could be a clear split. … The good news for us is we feel we 
have three guys at the Triple-A level or above that are going to catch in the big leagues for a long 
time. 

“That’s clearly a spot other teams are talking to us about. You always have to listen. … It’s a hard 
spot to find talent, and we have three really good ones. We’ll be listening, but I think short of 
anything significant we’ll go into camp with all three guys in big-league camp and most likely 
Mejia and Hedgy competing for the job or looking to share the job.” 

http://www.sandiegouniontribune.com/topic/sports/baseball/austin-hedges-PESPTF00618-topic.html
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Padres' outfield depth draws trade interest 
By AJ Cassavell MLB.com @AJCassavell 
Nov. 7th, 2018 
 

SAN DIEGO -- Anyone need an outfielder? 

The Padres have quite a few. And evidently, they're open for business. 

It's widely believed the Padres will deal from their glut of outfielders this winter. At the GM 
Meetings in Carlsbad on Wednesday, Padres general manger A.J. Preller seemed to back that 
notion. 

"Most conversations we're getting hit on, people are talking to us about our outfield," said 
Preller. "Other clubs have seen that we have players that are young and have the ability to play 
in the big leagues. ... That's the area we'll have to make some decisions and calls on." 

A reminder of the Padres' current crop of outfielders: 

• Hunter Renfroe (trade candidate) 
• Franmil Reyes (trade candidate) 
• Wil Myers (trade candidate with a bulky contract) 
• Manuel Margot (unlikely to be dealt) 
• Franchy Cordero (unlikely to be dealt) 
• Travis Jankowski (trade candidate) 
• Francisco Mejia (a catcher who could move to the outfield part-time) 

Among that group, the Padres are most likely to trade either Renfroe or Reyes. Myers has four 
years remaining on a back-loaded deal, and many feel the club would be selling low after an 
injury-plagued 2018 season. Margot and Cordero are high-upside, young options who can play 
center field. 

As for Renfroe and Reyes, there's a bit of redundancy with the two. Both are slugging right-
handed hitters, and neither is particularly good defensively. Together, they're blocking Myers' 
path back to the outfield from third base. 

Renfroe broke out with an .805 OPS this season, and he led the team with 26 homers. Reyes, 
meanwhile, posted a .280/.340/.498 slash line in his rookie year, and he made serious strides 
during the second half. They're young, and they're controllable, and it's not out of the question 
that the Padres keep both. 

But doing so would either turn Myers into trade bait or send him back to third base (where he 
struggled in 2017). 

"What's the best opportunity to get the most out of Wil's ability?" Preller said. "Part of it is the 
roster construction. … I think we'll have a couple answers here in the next couple weeks as to 
what's best going forward." 

27th, 2018 

https://www.twitter.com/AJCassavell
http://m.mlb.com/player/592669/hunter-renfroe
http://m.mlb.com/player/614177/franmil-reyes
http://m.mlb.com/player/571976/wil-myers
http://m.mlb.com/player/622534/manuel-margot
http://m.mlb.com/player/614173/franchy-cordero
http://m.mlb.com/player/608671/travis-jankowski
http://m.mlb.com/player/642336/francisco-mejia
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Makita clears waivers 
The Padres' decision to designate Kazuhisa Makita for assignment last week was a pretty 
straightforward one. Makita is owed $1.9 million next season and is coming off a disappointing 
rookie campaign after seven years in Japan. He was never a threat to be claimed by an 
opposing club. 

Sure enough, Makita cleared waivers on Wednesday and was outrighted to Triple-A El Paso. 
Preller insisted the move wasn't an indictment on Makita as much as a decision that came down 
to simple roster math. 

"With Maki, taking him off the roster, part of that is, ultimately, you've got to take 40 guys," 
Preller said. "You look at your roster, and if there are guys you think you can get off the roster, 
that's part of the calculation as well." 

Makita will compete for a bullpen spot in Spring Training, though his current standing as a Minor 
Leaguer makes that task significantly harder. He posted a 5.40 ERA in 43 big league innings 
last season. 

. 16th, 2018 

Catchers for sale? 
The Padres seem more than happy to enter the 2019 season with Mejia and Austin 
Hedges splitting time behind the plate. They also expect prospect Austin Allen to challenge for 
playing time. 

With an excess of talented, young catchers, it makes sense that other teams have checked in 
with Preller on his backstop situation. 

"That's clearly a spot that other teams are talking to us about," Preller said. "You always have to 
listen. Even if you're a championship club, you want to keep your eyes and ears open. 

"At the catcher position, it's a hard spot to find talent, and we have three really good ones. We'll 
be listening. But short of anything significant, we'll go into camp with all three guys in big league 
camp and most likely have Mejia and Hedgy competing for the job or looking to share the job." 

 
  

http://m.mlb.com/player/628318/kazuhisa-makita
http://m.mlb.com/player/595978/austin-hedges
http://m.mlb.com/player/595978/austin-hedges
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GMs fondly remember scout Welke at Meetings 
By AJ Cassavell MLB.com @AJCassavell 
Nov. 7th, 2018 
 

CARLSBAD, Calif. -- It's impossible to miss Don Welke's impact at this week's General 
Managers Meetings. 

Among the sport's 30 current GMs, three worked directly with Welke in Texas. The other 27 -- 
and, essentially, the rest of the baseball world -- revere the longtime scouting executive, who 
passed away in September at the age of 75. 

So it was only fitting on Wednesday night that the meetings paused for a celebration of Welke's 
life at a nearby restaurant. Welke spent more than half a century in baseball, serving in an 
assortment of scouting roles with the Padres, Rangers, Phillies, Dodgers, Orioles, Blue Jays, 
Royals and Reds. 

Known fondly as "Coach," Welke was feted Wednesday by more than 100 baseball people. The 
common theme? Welke's love for the people who make up the game. 

"He was always willing to listen, and he always was willing to teach," Twins general manager 
Thad Levine said. "He had an affinity for people that transcended age. He was as comfortable 
with the intern out of college as he was with the 30-year veteran scout." 

"He had such an impact in the game, and for a lot of individuals in that room, he was so 
significant," said Padres general manager A.J. Preller, who worked with Welke at every stop. 

Added Rangers GM Jon Daniels: "He was just always a really big believer in people." 

That includes Daniels himself. Daniels recalled a particularly rough stretch for the Rangers 
during the 2008 season. 

"We were in Year 2 of a rebuild, and there were some really frustrating moments and some 
times where I maybe questioned things a little bit," Daniels said. "He pulled me aside, and he 
squared me up. He said, 'I don't know what you're hanging your head over. We've got a lot of 
good stuff going on here.'" 

As usual, Welke's evaluation was accurate. The Rangers won 87 games the following season, 
and they made the World Series in each of the next two years. 

Welke's most celebrated signings include Dave Stieb, Pat Hentgen and John Olerud, who 
helped bring consecutive World Series titles to Toronto. In Texas, he helped land Elvis 
Andrus and Adrian Beltre, whom he had previously scouted for the Dodgers. 

But Welke's most visionary scouting moment came in the mid-1980s in Michigan as he 
evaluated a prospect the Blue Jays drafted but wouldn't sign. Of the prospect, Welke famously 
wrote: 

https://www.twitter.com/AJCassavell
http://m.mlb.com/player/462101/elvis-andrus
http://m.mlb.com/player/462101/elvis-andrus
http://m.mlb.com/player/134181/adrian-beltre
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"Left-handed pitcher. 6-foot-3, 180 pounds. Great arm. Good changeup. Makings of a breaking 
ball. Natural cutter. Big competitor. Good athlete. Plays football. Good hitter." 

Then he added one final line to describe Jim Abbott: "Has no right hand." 

Indeed, Welke saw past what many scouts couldn't, mostly because he saw the person. He 
convinced the Blue Jays to draft Abbott, who instead attended the University of Michigan before 
pitching 10 seasons in the big leagues, throwing a no-hitter in 1993. 

"He did things in a maverick sort of way," Daniels said. "He wasn't one to roll with the pack. He 
never needed confirmation from anybody else. He knew what he believed in, and he was willing 
to take some chances. He never looked back either. We were going to hit on some, miss on 
some, but we're going to power through." 

At every stop, Welke's affable personality proved infectious. He became a staple on golf carts at 
the Rangers and Padres Spring Training complexes over the past dozen years. 

"If you spent a game watching with him in the stands, the volume of things you'd learn was as 
much as you could learn anywhere else," Levine said. "A lot of it came in very curious riddles 
where you'd need a decoder ring. After some time, it would finally sink in." 

Those stories were rehashed on Wednesday night in Carlsbad. Both Preller and Daniels 
formally addressed those in attendance at the private ceremony. But the tone of the event was 
casual and light-hearted. Everyone, after all, had a Welke story to share. 

"He always wanted to do his way," Daniels said beforehand. "And he did." 
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Reed launches go-ahead homer in the ninth 
By Michael DeStasio MLB.com 
Nov. 7th, 2018 
 

In a game that featured no shortage of offense, the Peoria Javelinas defeated the Salt River 
Rafters, 8-7. With this win, the Javelinas now hold the best record in the AFL, at 16-8. 

While there were big hits -- 10 hits in total -- throughout the game, none were bigger than the 
one in the top of the ninth inning. Left fielder Buddy Reed, the Padres' No. 13 prospect, drove 
a first-pitch slider over the right-field wall -- a go-ahead shot that was the deciding factor in a 
back-and-forth game. 

"It was huge, to put us up 8-7 … I only saw one pitch," said Reed. "Joe [McCarthy] smoked a 
fastball before so I was kind of thinking he was going to throw something off-speed. I got a slider 
up and put a good swing on it and it went out." 

Reed's home run was the last of the Javelinas' 10 hits. 

Trailing by two runs into the 8th, Joe McCarthy, the Rays' No. 17 prospect, got the comeback 
train started with a rocket into right field. Reed then scored the game-tying run off an error by 
Rafters shortstop Jazz Chisholm. 

No stranger to shining under pressure, Reed was recently named the MVP of the Fall Stars 
Game after blasting a game-tying triple and later scoring the winning run. 

3rd, 2018 

The former second-round pick has performed well throughout Fall League, and going into 
tonight's game, had slashed .365/.421/.481. 

With less than two weeks remaining in the Fall League season, Peoria will be looking to build off 
such an impressive offensive performance. 

"We're looking to keep playing strong," said Reed. "We're going to build off this going into 
tomorrow. We obviously have an off-day, but some guys are going to go in, get their work and 
come back Friday putting good at-bats together, playing solid defense and having our pitchers 
come out and show up like they've been doing." 

Down two runs after the first inning, Izzy Wilson (Braves No. 23 prospect) kickstarted the 
Javelinas' offensive campaign with an RBI triple, then crushed a solo home run in his next at-
bat. 

While the pitching struggled on both sides, it was Adam McCreery, a 6-9 lefty from the Braves 
farm system, who closed the game out. McCreery pitched two innings, and quieted the Rafters' 
bats en route to the win. 

 
  

http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2018?list=sd
http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2018?list=tb
https://www.mlb.com/news/buddy-reed-named-mvp-of-fall-stars-game/c-300213728
https://www.mlb.com/news/buddy-reed-named-mvp-of-fall-stars-game/c-300213728
http://mlb.mlb.com/mlb/events/afl/index.jsp
http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2018?list=atl
http://m.mlb.com/player/607030/adam-mccreery
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#PadresOnDeck: Edwards, Little, 

Miller Got Off to Fast Starts 

Coming out of 2018 Draft 
By Bill Center 

The media focus on last June’s Draft fell on Ryan Weathers. 

The left-handed pitcher and son of former Major League pitcher David Weathers was the 
seventh overall pick in the draft as the Padres’ first-round choice. 

But the three position players who immediately followed Weathers in the draft were also quickly 
ranked among the Padres’ Top-30 prospects. 

Switch-hitting shortstop Xavier Edwards, the 38th overall pick in the draft, is already ranked 
the №18 prospect in the Padres system. Center fielder Grant Little, the 76th overall pick, is 
ranked the Padres’ №27 prospect and shortstop Owen Miller, the 84th overall pick, is ranked 
the Padres’ №30 prospect. 

All three got off to strong professional starts last summer. 

Edwards hit .346 with a .453 on-base percentage while advancing from the Arizona Rookie 
League to Tri-City of the Short-Season Single-A Northwest League. Little went straight from the 
College World Series to Tri-City. And Miller finished the season with Single-A Fort Wayne after 
opening at Tri-City. 

A closer look at the top three position players selected by the Padres in the 2018 Draft. 

— Xavier Edwards was the Padres’ Compensation Round A pick out of North Broward Prep in 
Florida. The 5-foot-10, 155-pound 19-year-old was considered the best pure high school lead-off 
hitter available in the draft. 

Edwards first professional summer was limited to 45 games due to a wrist injury suffered shortly 
after he debuted in Arizona. Overall, Edwards scored 40 runs in his 45 games with 22 stolen 

http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2018?list=sd
http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2018?list=sd
http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2018?list=sd
http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2018?list=sd
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bases while drawing 31 walks against only 25 strikeouts in 159 at-bats. He finished with a .862 
OPS. 

Edwards was hitting .384 with a .471 on-base percentage and a .937 OPS in Arizona when he was 
promoted to Tri-City for the season’s final 24 games. He had a .314 batting average and a .438 
on-base percentage with the Dust Devils. Between Arizona and Tri-City, Edwards also had eight 
doubles, a triple and 16 RBIs. 

— Little was playing for Texas Tech in the College World Series when the Padres when he was 
selected in Compensation Round B. The 6-foot-1, 185-pound right-handed hitter is 21 years old. 

Little hit .262 with a .351 on-base percentage and a .315 slugging percentage for a .666 OPS in 39 
games in the Northwest League. He also drew high marks for his defense. Little was 39-for-149 
for Tri-City with eight doubles, 16 runs scored and 17 RBIs. He also stole nine bases. 

— Miller, who turns 22 on Nov. 15, was seen by many as the Padres’ top performer from the 2018 
draft. The 6-foot-1, 190-pound, right-handed hitter was the Padres third-round pick out of 
Illinois State. 

Overall, Miller hit .336 with a .386 on-base percentage and a .460 slugging percentage for a .846 
OPS in 75 games for Tri-City and Fort Wayne. And the difference in his batting average between 
the two stops on a major first-year jump was only .001. 

Miller launched his professional career with 49 games at Tri-City where he hit .335 with a .395 
slugging percentage and a .440 slugging percentage for an .835 OPS. He had eight doubles, three 
triples and two homers for the Dust Devils with 22 runs scored and a 20 RBIs. 

Miller then moved to Fort Wayne where he hit .336 with a .368 on-base percentage sand a .495 
slugging percentage for a .864 OPS. He had 11 doubles, two homers, 18 runs scored and 13 RBIs 
in 26 games. 

The addition of Edwards and Miller adds to an already crowded situation at shortstop at the 
middle levels of the Padres’ farm system. They will be joined by №20 prospect Gabriel Arias, 
who is 18, plus Luis Almanzar (19), Jordy Barley (18), Justin Lopez (18) and Kelvin 
Melean (20) among the shortstop prospects vying for opportunities at Fort Wayne, Advanced 
Single-A Lake Elsinore and Double-A Amarillo in 2019. 

Meanwhile, Little joins a deep cast of center field prospects that includes Jeisson 
Rosario, Buddy Reed, Edward Olivares, Tre Carter and Michael Gettys. 
 

http://m.mlb.com/prospects/2018?list=sd

